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Subject: Re: Draft feedback to Jim Wolf of SSCI and other Church Comm. matters

Body:

I have made comments and returned your memo.  Try the filing system at 4.0.1.4 and see if the notes are 

there.  If not, ask Eric and Dennis.  The staffer, unlike the wild beast, spells his name with an "e."  Hence Jim 

Wolfe.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	 From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	03/21/96 05:38:30 PMSubject:	Draft 

feedback to Jim Wolf of SSCI and other Church Comm. mattersAttached to the hardcopy of this e-mail is a very 

preliminary draft of a memo back to Jim Wolf, re: his request for details on post-Church Committee records.  

Because it involves an outside agency, I thought I'd run it by you sooner rather than later so you can tell me if 

it's at all appropriate or what you have in mind in terms of feedback for Wolf.I still have yet to really plow 

through the Church Committee stuff at NARA II.  It seems to me this is still a worthwhile thing to do, so I'll try 

to get back to this task.  My guess is that, as I continue to go through the boxes I'll find additional clues to 

other records we can ask Jim Wolf to gather. On this subject, though, I gather Dennis, Manuel, Eric and others 

did a fairly detailed review of these boxes before I came aboard last May... do you have their summaries 

somewhere, or do you know if they are filed together (since we only created a Church Committee file number 

recently), or -- failing all these -- should I (or you on my behalf) do an e-mail asking folks to find the documents 

they generated back then for my Church Committee file? 
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